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deployed 
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control?
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ABOUT US
Infotechtion specializes in improving and automating information  management processes: retention, protection 
& governance, leveraging Microsoft Cloud. 

We are Microsoft partners, and since 2013 the leading consultants pioneering the design of Microsoft 
advanced data governance roadmap and making it relevant to our global clients. 

Our team is proud to be the pathfinders, to have successfully transitioned several large and global enterprises 
to modern automated information governance standards in Office 365. 

We work closely with Microsoft engineering to define and improve Microsoft information governance and 
protection offerings for Office 365 and beyond.

We do not sell any additional software or licenses; we only focus on brining maximum value of what you 
already got- Microsoft Office 365.

Most of our clients are large enterprises with up to 300,000 users operating in highly regulated industries.

Infotechtion has offices in the US, UK, and EU.
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4.5X
the volume of information is 
expected to grow 4.5 times over 
the next 2 years1

5
on average, organizations are 
wrestling with 5 different content 
systems and repositories1

68%
of companies see themselves as 
“advanced” or “highly advanced” 
in adopting AI to automate 
information governance2

1 AIIM Industry Watch 2020

2 Best practices for automating information governance, AIIM, 2019

ARE YOU A LEADER OR FOLLOWER?



CONTEXT – WAYS OF WORKING ARE CHANGING

Microsoft Teams has been rolled out at many enterprises to support new and effective ways of working 

CARE

What: COVID-19, and the wider 
macroeconomic environment have 
significantly changed the way people 
live and work.

How: The way we connect, collaborate 
and communicate with our colleagues 
has changed – we now need to work in 
a virtual community 

GROWTH 

What: Carefully recover, an 
unprecedented decline in growth. 

How: Ensure efficient decision making, 
providing solutions and working 
together to emerge stronger from this 
crisis as well as build stronger effective 
teams to ensure a longer-term 
sustainable future.

RECOVERY

What: We need to continue to deliver 
products and services around the world, 
while continuing to earn trust.

How: Identify new opportunities to try 
new ways of working, for example, 
encouraging quicker decisions that allow 
to move at pace.



INFORMATION GOVERNANCE 
FOR MICROSOFT TEAMS

VIVEK BHATT



MICROSOFT TEAMS – AN INTRODUCTION

1 2 3 4
A common problem 
is inconsistent use 

of security, 
compliance and 
governance best 

practices



WHAT HAPPENS WITHOUT GOVERNANCE?

Productivity 
Reputation 

Profit 

150% increase in 
orphaned Teams 
with sensitive 
data

Permanent loss of 
personal chat 
data for 145k 
staff 

Commercially 
sensitive 
conversations 
shared with 
vendors



HOW TO GOVERN TEAMS WHEN ALREADY DEPLOYED? 

1 2 3 4
Discover 

Existing Teams 
Identify 

Governance 
Controls

Control the 
Sprawl

Implement and 
Track



ENABLING TOOLS

Teams Provisioning1

§ Automated Provisioning
§ Use pre-defined templates
§ Associate metadata 
§ Sensitivity Labels
§ Retention policies

Create a New Team



ENABLING TOOLS

Sensitive Data Analysis2

§ Automated analysis of Teams with 
sensitive data

§ Determine Teams Usage
§ Identify Records, apply Labels
§ Apply Retention / Deletion Policies
§ Plan for creating Information 

barriers to prevent value leak



ENABLING TOOLS

Teams Knowledge Hub3

§ Integrate user guidance directly in 
Teams interface

§ Information Nudges to embed best-
practices

§ Bring success stories from wider 
Community



Metadata model with integrated 
governance

Information Governance
Site Statistics by Process Area

Process Area Total Teams Compliance Score
Drilling and Well

Exploration

50
100

307 k
Number of Files

706
Number of Records

Filters
Sensitivity

Confidential
Public

Architecture for Step change in experience and integrated Governance

Improved search with use of 
metadata filters 

Know your information with 
integrated reporting

INFOTECHTION VALUE: 
ARCHITECTURE AS FOUNDATION TO AUTOMATION



MICROSOFT INFORMATION 
GOVERNANCE
LATEST TEAMS GOVERNANCE UPDATES
TINA YING



Automatically retain,
delete, and store

data and records in
a compliant manner

Information Governance

Records Management

In-place management
Retain data and manage records where users collaborate to 
prevent productivity loss and reduce risks

Automated policies
Classify and govern data at scale with file properties, 
pattern recognition, and trainable classifiers

Pre-built data connectors*
Manage third-party chats, social, and collaboration data with 
high-fidelity and ongoing data import

MICROSOFT 365

POWERED BY AN INTELLIGENT PLATFORM

Defensible processes
Demonstrate compliance with label analytics insights, 
defensible disposal, and rich audit trails

3rd PARTY DATA

MICROSOFT INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
Manage information lifecycle and records intelligently



Microsoft 365 Pre-built data connectors

Ongoing and high-fidelity data import Integrated solutions on one AI-powered platform Guided setup to get started easily

Microsoft 365 Intelligent Platform 

Microsoft 365 Compliance

PRE-BUILT DATA CONNECTORS 
PROTECT, GOVERN, AND MANAGE YOUR DATA BEYOND MICROSOFT 365



Create an in-place retention policy for Teams



Customize your retention policy



Data loss prevention detects sensitive information and blocks the message



Communication Compliance helps you detect code-of-conduct violations



Advanced eDiscovery helps thread conversation to conduct investigation



Redact and highlight message before exporting



Information Barriers restrict communication and collaboration 
between two groups to avoid a conflict of interest



Information Barriers restrict communication and collaboration 
between two groups to avoid a conflict of interest



Compliance Score helps assess your compliance maturity



WHAT WE’VE SHIPPED & FUTURE ROADMAP
Roadmap priorityCurrently available

Records Management
• Records label and file plan manager
• Disposition reviews

• Declare records manually or automatically
• Records versioning
• Proof of disposals and audit logs
• Data classification dashboards

Information Governance
• Pre-built data connectors – LinkedIn, Instant Bloomberg, 

Facebook, Twitter
• Retention policies and labels for SPO, EXO, OD4B, Group, 

Teams

Records Management
• Regulatory record label – enhanced immutability
• Multi-stage and reviewer-tailored disposition review

• Use Project Cortex to auto-apply retention labels
• Ability to trigger a Flow at end of retention period
• Guided onboarding and getting started

Information Governance

• Retention policy for Yammer, Teams meeting recording
• Better performance and reliability for SPO/OD4B
• More investment in pre-built connectors



LESSONS AND BEST 
PRACTICES

VIVEK BHATT



EARLY ADOPTER – CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

A global energy company 
looked for a solution to 
transform information 
governance and make it 
easy for users to do the 
right thing while managing 
information to meet 
regulatory obligations.

70+ TB of records migrated from 
legacy records system to Microsoft 
365

400 million+ files managed 
through automated information 
governance policies in OneDrive, 
SharePoint, and Teams

12,000+ SharePoint Online site 
collections upgraded to the modern 
experience of records management

The previous methods of managing 
our compliance require the 

information to be moved into 
archives and lock the information 
for a certain period of time. With 

the new solution, all data is in 
place. People know where the 

information is, and it's super easy 
for users to declare and manage the 

information.



WHAT DID WE LEARN?

Develop a 
strategy to 
build strong 
co-creation

01
Be agile in the 
face of 
technology 
constraints

02
Simplify the 
message to 
your users

03
Proactively 
manage 
resistance and 
exceptions

04



BEST PRACTICES FOR GOVERNING TEAMS SPRAWL

Prevention
Proactive 

Management Governance Planning

DO NOT TEST IN PRODUCTION!!



CALL TO ACTION + Q&A

JOHN MANCINI



CALL TO ACTION

Information Governance 
strategy workshop

Automate Governance 
– Proof of Concept

Teamwork business 
adoption 



INFO@INFOTECHTION.COM

HTTPS://INFOTECHTION.COM/

THANK YOU


